
ELECTRICITY Demand 
PREDICTION
Optimizing network and resource 
management through world-leading 
weather and power demand prediction. 



OPTIMIZED BI  FOR A  GREAT ROI

Big cost savings by minimizing trading 
market costs and penalties.

Customized optimization, tailored to 
your unique location and operational needs. 

High level support of services and 
quality control process. 

Project management capability that 
lets you concentrate on making business.  

With more than 20 years of exiperience as partners to the main 
players of the European and Asian energy market, our knowhow 
and proprietary technology allows you to maximize your turnover 
and ROI. Using self-optimizing AI modeling, combining the world’s 
best weather data, we deliver highly accurate electricity demand 
forecasts and tangible business intelligence that can truly help you 
make the best possible decisions. Services and data are available 
through online dashboards or through API if data only is required.

The world’s climate and energy market is changing at a fast pace, creating new business 
opportunities and constraints in energy transportation and distribution. Using intelligence and 
tech from world’s leading weather partner, WNI, time is now to optimize your business and 
operations for the future. As partners you will get:

YOUR WEATHER INTELLIGENCE 
PARTNER
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  Minimizing penalties
  Maximizing bonuses
  Lowering trading market costsUP TO 1000% ROI      by
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High-precision, local weather forecasts
WNI deliver highly accurate weather forecasts by augmenting and optimizing 
ECMWF and national weather office models with proprietary observation data and  
probability models. This can be done for any given location and scale on critical 
parameters like temperature, with forecast frequency ranging from hourly to 21 days.  

As a partner, we can support your busines to improve resource- and network 
management and long-term planning by better understanding and anticipating 
daily power grid demand and avoid supply shortage. Our services include: 

A COMPLETE SERVICE PACKAGE

Power demand prediction
Based on correlation between the optimized weather data and electricity demand 
our machine learning algorithms and self-optimizing models allows us to accurately 
forecast power demand (MWh) at an adapted scale (global, regional, electricity 
delivery point) depending on your needs. With an error margin of less than 2% for 
TSOs and 4% for DSOs, and a frequency of hourly to 6-hourly forecasts, the chance 
of succes is4 high.

HIGH LEVEL SUPPORT AND QUALITY CONTROL
As the two ground pillars of our company, WNI always delivers an unmatched service 
and project manageing support from our skilled data scientists and meteorologists as 
well as effecient quality control in every step of the road. 

Full Digital integration 
As an integrated part of our service, you have easy access to all forecasting data via intelligent 
web based dashboards via desktop or mobile. If required, we also offer direct data ingestion 
via API or FTP service. Finally our service includes monthly model updates. 

THE ROAD TO BETTER PERFORMANCE



WHO WE ARE 
Weathernews Inc. is the biggest private global provider of weather intelligence and weather-related  
services, with a strong information technology orientation. Established in 1986, our company has 
developed reliable and long term cooperations with global companies, by providing weather services 
in over 44 different industries on land, sea, and sky. Over time we have developed and expanded our 
expertise and knowledge, not only in Shipping and Commercial Aviation but also in Energy, Retail/FMCG, 
Agriculture, and many other industries around the world. 

Over 1000 employees around the world are dedicated to improving people’s safety and to improving 
efficiency and environmental footprint of businesses. Our operation centers in Tokyo, Oklahoma, Am-
sterdam, Paris, and Copenhagen provide our partners and customers with 24/7 countermeasure support 
throughout the year - cause weather never sleeps! The quality of our intelligence is constantly improved 
by our proprietary data flows and AI-powered innovation. Strong observational infrastructure with the latest 
technology, including the operation of our own two satellites. This allows us to set new trends in global 
weather intelligence technology.  

Visit us at:  www.wni.com or en.weathernews.fr 
Contact us to LEARN MORE: contact_fr@wni.com


